DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TRADING SYSTEM

April 1988 - August 1988

Addendum/Corrigendum

Subsequent to the completion of the background document prepared for the special Session of the Council on Developments in the Trading System (C/W/566), the following supplementary or additional information or corrections have been provided to the secretariat or came to its knowledge otherwise.

Page 10, paragraph 38

First line: replace "June" by "May".
Eighth line: after "in addition" insert "as part of GATT Article XXVIII negotiations".
Eleventh line: delete "begun".

Page 12

Third indent: replace "by" by "as of",
"Other Products", second indent: replace "eliminated" by "phased out".

Page 29, paragraph 131

Delete the sentence starting: "Within 90 days" up to "import duties.".

Page 37, paragraph 176

Second sentence: replace by "Certain life-saving medical equipment is duty free: for certain other types of medical products ...".

Page 38, paragraph 177

Second sentence: replace remainder of sentence after "45 per cent" by "... basic customs duty, with an auxiliary customs duty of 45 per cent."

Page 47, paragraph 229

Add to end of paragraph: "According to subsequent information CONSIDER (the National Steel Council) has been abolished and its functions taken over by the Industrial Development Secretariat of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, which will now oversee the new provisions regarding steel imports.".

Page 48, paragraph 240

Second sentence: after "goods" insert "included"; replace "machines and tyres" by "equipment".
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Page 53, paragraph 269
Delete: "FY".

Page 72, paragraph 353
Delete paragraph.

Page 78, paragraph 395
Third sentence: delete.
Fourth sentence: replace "minimum" by "maximum".
Fifth sentence: delete "In exchange".

Page 94, paragraph 457
Second indent: replace "$5.8 by $5.2" and after "long-term funds" add "agreement for which was signed on 22 September 1988".